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CONTINUED ACHILLES SUCCESS FOR FERRO MONK

F

erro Monk Systems, the leading wastewater
asset and pipeline rehabilitation specialist is
pleased to announce it has been awarded
excellent scores for the second year in
succession by leading supplier management
services organisation, Achilles, under its Verify
programme.
The Utility Vendor Data Base (UVDB) Verify
audit and assessment service focuses on
risk critical issues and provides demonstrable
compliance to Safety, Health, Environment
and Quality requirements. It provides
independent assessment and benchmarking;
credibility in the market place and industry
specific assessments. All of which can lead to a
significant reduction in the time and effort
Danny Heffernan, managing director at Ferro
required to pre-qualify for contracts.
Monk displaying the UVDB Verify Achilles
The scheme is regarded by many as the ‘Gold
Certificate of Assessment.
Standard’ for contracting companies serving
utility companies.
All Ferro Monk’s scores were well above the industry averages, none being less than 81.4%, with
a full 100% being awarded for the implementation of its onsite Quality assessment.
Danny Heffernan, Ferro Monk’s managing director commented: “It is a wonderful achievement to
achieve such high scores, they highlight the importance we place on our management systems and
onsite procedures.”
Ferro Monk Systems, part of the Clugston group of companies, is one of the UK’s leading
wastewater asset and pipeline rehabilitation specialists. The company is one of only a few
companies operating in the UK undertaking works using both remote and man-entry methods. It
employs a diverse range of materials and techniques, including its own unique patented and fully
approved Ferrocement lining system. The company is also the UK’s first officially approved
contractor to use Ultracoat, the 100% epoxy sprayed lining system. Website: www.ferromonk.co.uk

AKER WIRTH TOP EMPLOYER AWARD
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A

ker Wirth is one the best small to medium sized enterprise (SME) employers in Germany. In
comparison to the numerous companies competing for the title, “Top Job” was convinced by
the exceptionally good personnel management at the Erkelenz enterprise. Dr h. c. Wolfgang
Clement, the former German Minister for Economy and mentor of the project, presented the Bohr
(‘Drill’) to Aker Wirth with the prestigious Top-Job seal of approval at a ceremony in the
Landschaftspark in Duisburg, Germany.
In a scientific study, the human resources department at Aker Wirth was carefully examined and
scrutinised and then compared with 162 other SMEs. The competition placed emphasis on a number
of key factors when deciding who should be granted this award including the quality of the
management/leadership structure, the dynamics of culture and family orientation within the
company, the motivation of the employees and their perspective on development. “Our employees
appreciate that we continue to develop and support their competence and independence”, stated
CEO Christoph Kleuters regarding the advantages of the ‘Bohr’ award.
In 2007 Aker Wirth began a large scale project focussing on the qualifications and further
education of employees. Computer and language courses had previously been the standard and the
offer for international specialists’ seminars was later added. Today, the further education
programme has been implemented so employees use these qualifications to their optimum capacity
specific to their working requirements. “Together with staff, management and external training
specialists, we continually ascertain the training needs of our employees and check the effectiveness
of the individual training courses, to ensure they are an advantage for both our employees and
company as a whole” explained Helmut Pospiech, Human Resources Manager at Aker Wirth.
This investment in specialist personnel starts early at Aker Wirth. On average, 40 young people
are educated in seven different occupations – from draughtsmen, mechanical technicians, to
administrative roles. The technical and commercial apprentices study in the trainees’ work shop and
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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the Aker Wirth Competence Centre, learning to handle the materials, tools and machinery in
SPONSORS LINKS
practice. At the in-house training school staff are then intensively prepared for the examinations.
In 2009 the Aker Wirth Competence Centre was established where Aker Wirth employees and Click Name for website access
customers are prepared for their service tasks. In the modern training centre experienced technicians
and engineers deepen their knowledge of complex systems and new technical developments. The
training concept combines the most modern media technology, simulator training, practical
Perforator Ltd
instruction on product components, along with theoretic instruction from experienced practical
instructors. The training offered was developed together with the Chamber of Industry and
Sales and Hire of Guided
Commerce (Industrie und Handelskammer) Aachen and is IHK certified.
Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.
The success of Aker Wirth is proof that investment in their personnel is on the right track. The company has managed an average annual turnover of approximately €200 million and consistently
raised the EBITDA to over 15%.
The employees are loyal to their ‘Bohr’. On average each employee has worked for the company
for more than 19 years. “We are proud that our employees stand by us” said Kleuters. “The Top-Job
seal of approval is an award and incentive for us at the same time – after all, the performance of our
ONSITE/PERCO
team is the key to the success of our company.” Website: www.akersolutions.com/akerwirth

e

COST COMPARISON AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON
geplast has developed a Web Calculator
for greater transparency in pipeline
installation. The new Web Calculator
provides transparency when selecting
procedures for laying plastic pipelines. For
the first time a program reveals within
seconds which of two procedures is the most
cost-effective and, like a compass, indicates
the right direction for economic pipe
installation. This tool has been developed by
egeplast and provides those responsible for
projects with a quick overview with detailed
comparison of costs.
SIMPLE OPERATION
Installation lengths, diameters and depths
are entered on the start page. Then the SDR
for specific pipes can be stipulated, as can
delivery forms and delivery lengths. The
Web Calculator then quickly calculates
In just seconds the egeplast Web Calculator
which of the two procedures under
shows which of two installation procedures is
consideration is more efficient with respect
more cost effective.
to the costs it has previously estimated for
the construction site. The user is also able to see in the clearly structured overview where the cost
advantages of the respective procedure lie. The calculated projects can be saved and called up again
at any time for further processing. It is possible to compare seven procedures with each other using
the Web Calculator: open trench installation with and without sand bed, horizontal directional
drilling (HDD), milling and ploughing procedures, pipe bursting and relining.
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POSITIVE FEEDBACK
“I have spent a great deal of time using the Web Calculator. Until now I have used the Premium
Version for initial cost estimates for project planning. I can now say that the Web Calculator has
exceeded my expectations by far”, stated Peter Steinhauser, Technical Manager of
Energieversorgung Selb-Marktredwitz GmbH.
The Web Calculator can be used free of charge by anybody by visiting:
www.webkalkulator24.com with immediate effect. Access is remarkably fast and available to everyone. Those interested simply need to register on the start page. Users will then will be cleared to use
the Basic Version quickly and can begin with their desired calculations. It also costs nothing to
register for the Premium Version which also gives users the opportunity to vary parameters such as
unit prices when taking local and regional influencing factors into consideration. Doris Pannwitz
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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from the Web Calculator Project Team at egeplast helped to develop the program: “We can see that
the Web Calculator is a real aid to decision making for everyone involved in a project. The number SPONSORS LINKS
Click Name for website access
of registrations is growing every day, and we welcome the positive feedback.”
egeplast is one of the leading manufacturers of PE pressure pipes in Europe. The product range
covers the entire underground pipeline infrastructure: pipes for drinking water, wastewater, gas and
data. egeplast is a specialist in the development and production of pipes with protective and test
Perforator Ltd
properties for trenchless installation. Website: www.egeplast.eu

MCELROY LAUNCHES BUILD AND PRICE INTERNET FEATURE

Sales and Hire of Guided
Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.

McElroy equipment has just
Q uoting
become easier than ever according to

the company. Recent updates to the
award-winning McElroy website now
allow consumers to build and price fusion
machines and pipelining accessories. This
allows the end user to obtain
manufacturer’s suggested pricing, as well
as select the appropriate accessories with a
few clicks of the mouse.
After identifying a specific machine, the
shopper can then choose the cylinder force
desired, inserts that allow the machine to
fuse different pipe sizes and compatible
pipe-handling accessories that will help A view of one of the new website’s Build and Price
boost productivity on the site.
feature.
“We know that buying a McElroy is an
investment,” said Chip McElroy, president and chief executive officer of McElroy. “We want our
customers to have as much information as possible before a purchase. We believe that the Build and
Price function on our website is a huge step in that direction.”
Once the customer navigates through the customising options, they are presented with McElroy’s
suggested pricing for the equipment. If the consumer chooses, that information can be sent to the
distributor of their choice that will then quote the same equipment in competition for the customer’s
business. Website: www.mcelroy.com
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AKER WIRTH TBM FOR SWISS HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT

A

ker Wirth has been commissioned to construct and deliver a gripper tunnel boring machine
(TBM) by ARGE Zugangsstollen Limmern. The order has a total value of over €20 million.
The ARGE Zugangsstollen Limmern (AZL), comprising Rothpletz, Lienhard + Cie AG, Aarau
(Switzerland); Baresel GmbH, Stuttgart (Germany); Wayss & Freytag, Frankfurt (Germany); G.
Lazzarini & Co. AG, Chur (Switzerland); Andrea Pitsch AG, Thusis (Switzerland); and
Ragotti+Weber Bau AG, Netstal (Switzerland), commissioned the Aker Wirth TBM and will undertake construction of the gallery.
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The machine will be used for the subterranean expansion of the Linth-Limmern power plant in
Switzerland, boring approximately 4 kilometres from the access gallery to the new machine cavern. SPONSORS LINKS
The access gallery portal is near the village of Linthal in the Canton of Glarus, south of Zurich. Click Name for website access
The bore has a diameter of 8.03 m and rises from 800 m to approximately 1,800 m above sea level
with a constant gradient of 24%. The Aker Wirth TBM has been equipped with additional safety
fittings for the ascending tunnel to accomplish this inclined shaft bore hole. Inclined shaft bore holes
Perforator Ltd
with diameters up to approximately 6 m have been machined to date. Tunnelling of the Limmern
access gallery currently represents the largest inclined shaft to be completed by a TBM.
Sales and Hire of Guided
“Aker Wirth TBM’s have been successfully used in inclined shaft projects since the mid-1960’s, Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.
indicated CEO Christoph Kleuters. In 1967, the Erkelenz company entered the TBM market and one
of the first hard rock TBM’s was a special machine of this style designed for inclined shaft
tunnelling. “Our customers can rely on over 40 years of experience that we have gathered in the
construction of these machines”, said Kleuters.
For the purpose of this special task, the Aker Wirth TBM is connected to backup construction
where material can be conveyed between the machine and portal, in addition to the securing and
ONSITE/PERCO
lining of the tunnel walls. This system is constructed by the Swiss cooperation partner Rowa
No-Dig
contractors for: Sewer
Tunnelling Logistics AG from Wangen, a company that Aker Wirth has collaborated successfully
installation, renovation and
with for many years.
maintenance including CIPP,
The machine will be completed by mid 2010. Construction will take place at the Erkelenz plant Structural, Infiltration &
followed by an in-plant test run before being transported and assembled at the jobsite. Excavation of Connection linings; Patch
repairs; CCTV pipe inspection
the headrace gallery will commence in fourth quarter of 2010.
and assessment; pipe cleaning,
The extension of the Linth-Limmern pump storage power plant is a highly anticipated future flow monitoring; Augerboring;
project which aims to expand the harnessing of electrical energy from hydropower. This HDD; Microtunnelling; Shaft
environmentally-friendly technique, is an important method of generating performance and energy Sinking; Headings; Lateral
to continue its steady growth, expanding its position in the energy industry. Website: Cutting; Pipe Bursting;
Sliplining & Consultancy
www.akersolutions.com/akerwirth
McElroy
McElroy Manufacturing is the
leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
PE engineers and contractors
worldwide.
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For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here

HOBAS® GOES XXL

T

he wastewater treatment plant
Czajka is currently being built on
the right river bank of the Vistula River
in Warsaw, Poland. After its completion,
it will treat 80% of the Polish capital’s
effluents and furthermore make sure that
no more untreated sewage will harm the
flora and fauna of the Vistula. Currently
some 30% of effluents flow directly into
the river. As part of the plan, a collector
sewer leading to the plant is also under
construction. Due to this project’s size, it
was broken down into three sections. The
first is approximately 5.7 km long and
installed using HOBAS Jacking Pipes
OD 3000 (DN 2800) which were
HOBAS OD 3000 CC-GRP Jacking Pipes on the
installed along the right side of the
Czajka project.
Vistula. A further 1.4 km of OD 3000 for
the pipeline on the left river bank. The pipelines meet in the third section where two pipelines of DN
1600 are inserted into a 4.5 m diameter concrete tunnel crossing beneath the river.
To the time writing, the consortium of contractors including Hydrobudowa 9, PRG Metro and
KWG (all of which belong to the PBG Group) has completed 1,600 m of the first pipeline section
utilising two Herrenknecht-manufactured AVN 2000 and AVN 2400 microtunnelling machines and
HSP 500 separators. One of the challenges that had to be met is the high ground water level in the
area, which lies around 1 to 2 m below the surface and therefore reaches 4 to 8 m above the top of
the pipe being installed. Piles, installed by the Larsen company, were set up around the thrust pits
and jet-grouting was added to prevent too much water from pouring into the shaft. Only in this way
was it possible to reduce the volume of 200-300 m³/h to 20-30 m³/hr, a volume which is constantly
pumped out. The grouted screens also made it safer lifting the machine heads in and out of the pits.
Also worthwhile mentioning is the 840 m long part of the first section where the pipes were
supposed to be jacked from both ends to meet in the middle. However, installation with the HOBAS
Pipes can be so precise that ultimately the section could be jacked using a single drive from one end
only. The smooth and even outer surface and high stiffness (SN 50000 and 64000) of the relatively
light-walled HOBAS Pipes were significant for this success.
Despite the low friction and jacking forces, the contractor followed the project plan and erected an
intermediate jacking station every 100 m within the jacked pipeline. Only the last of these was ever
put into service, although even higher jacking forces would have been possible on the HOBAS
Jacking Pipes had it been necessary: This longest single drive was conducted using a 2 shift pattern
which allowed 24 hours per day and 7 days a week working. After its completion the intermediate
stations that were replaced by HOBAS Tangential Shafts the intermediate jacking stations were used
for different sections of the project.
Tunnelling progressed at an average of 3 m per hour, with the separator processing 84 t of spoil
per hour (equivalent to 42 m³/h). A 3 m long pipe took roughly ½ an hour to jack. An interesting
fact is that the preparation (disassembly and reassembly of electric cables, slurry pipes and hydraulic
hoses) takes between 40 to 60
minutes, an average of 10 pipes
could be put into the ground per
day. At this speed it was possible
to complete the first sections
weeks ahead of schedule. The
contractors’ expectations were
certainly exceeded, especially,
because new sections could now
be commenced, given the limited
resource of the subcontractors
establishing the launch shafts.
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Measuring pipeline inclination
from the thrust shaft.
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For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here
In mid December 2009
winter brought Poland a lot of
snow and the temperatures
dropped to -15° C.
Hydrobudowa 9 decided to
postpone further works until
after the holidays and the
beginning of the New Year.
Although the cold could not
harm the pipes, protective
covers had to be prepared for
the separators.
CURRENT POSITION
Currently, pipes continue to
be jacked beneath the main
road of the district Białołęka.
An open trench would not
have been possible here One of the intermediate jacking stations inside the installed
because the construction pipeline.
works would have impaired
the traffic on this important 6-lane road (3 lanes in each direction). The pipeline route runs beneath
the middle of the road and a single drive of length 910 m will break the record of longest single
drives in the project. Two curved stretches with 450 and 900 m radii are part of the section and are
installed using 1 m long pipes, the angular deflection being held within the couplings. The 450 m
radius length is implemented over a stretch of 100 m and a laser to measure the inclination of the
pipeline can only be utilised on straight sections, in curves this is done with the help of a gyroscope
and water level.
Extra large pipes need extra large manholes: The large-scale HOBAS Tangential Manholes which
incorporate two accesses due to their extreme length have been produced and delivered as
convenient modular units that can be easily assembled on site even during cold temperatures.
To go extra large or XXL with OD 3000 pipes for the Czajka, project HOBAS Technicians developed a centrifugal facility which rotates at 75 km/h. The mould together with the heaviest pipe
available resulted in an impressive rotating 45 t mass. Website: www.hobas.com

POWERED REAMING HEAD UPSIZING TOOL FOR GBM’S

A

kkerman Inc. recently unveiled the Powered
Reaming Head (PRH) upsizing kit for its
Guided Boring Machine (GBM) system. This
robust GBM accessory allows owners to bore
multiple pipe diameters with just one set of 279
mm (11 in) o.d. thrust casings and augers. The
PRH’s exclusive design and packaging makes it an
essential tool for sanitary sewer installations.
The base 356 mm (14 in) o.d. PRH unit features
406 mm (16 in) and 508 mm (20 in) o.d. increaser
kits and corresponding pipe adapter rings to
accommodate up to 508 mm (20 in) o.d. pipe. All
PRH components rest on a customised rack for
ease of transport and orderliness on the job site.
The PRH front and rear sections can be launched The new Akkerman Powered Reaming
separately to accommodate minimal diameter Head Upsizing Tool.
shafts. The PRH kit performs well with all Akkerman power packs and jacking frames.
The PRH augments the versatility of the GBM system through increased productivity rates,
extended drives, and the capability to complete a wide range of jobs with less financial investment.
Using smaller and lighter thrust casings and augers requires less torque than their larger
counterparts, thereby facilitating a swifter and longer bore. Four jetting/lubrication lines on the PRH
arms and the outside rear section allow operators to lubricate spoils and minimise jacking force.
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For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here
Customers will reduce overhead costs by owning a single, more transportable 279 mm (11 in) casing
SPONSORS LINKS
and augers assembly. In addition, customers will be able to bid a range of pipe sizes on one job.
Each unit features a maximum auger drive torque of up to 14,238 Nm (10,500 ftlb ) and 50 rpm. Click Name for website access
The PRH body increases in length from 1,575 to 1,626 mm (62 to 64 in) and 381 to 533 mm (15 to
21 in) diameter. Website: www.akkerman.com
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PIPELINE REHABILITATION
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here

ROYAL TRAIN YARD REDEVELOPMENT UTILISES CIPP PATCHES
AND LINING

T

he Royal Train Yard at Wolverton Rail
Works in Milton Keynes was for many
years the home of the Royal Train when not
in use by members of the Royal Family.
Subsequent to the transfer of the Royal Train
to a new home, the old Royal Train Yard
building remained empty for a number of
years. This was until housing developer
Willmott Dixon took possession of the site to
create 300 new homes. The project saw
Willmott Dixon Construction division
combining forces with Willmott Dixon
Housing to tackle a very complex
refurbishment of the 200 year-old building.
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Andy Buckley Civil Asset Engineer with Anglian
Water observes the 900 mm diameter Premier
Pipe liner as it is being installed.

STABILISATION WORKS
During the redevelopment work there was a
requirement to stabilise an area of
potentially unstable ground under the existing building which investigations showed carried a 900
mm diameter surface water sewer. The sewer ran at a depth of 14 m below the historic Grade II
listed building and the Grand Union Canal connection London to Birmingham. The sewer was the
responsibility of Anglian Water.
Historical drawings showed the sewer under the area in question as running in a straight line
between two manholes for a distance of just over 100 m. Armed with this information of the
location of the sewer, Willmott Dixon’s engineers drilled a bore hole which was pumped full of
concrete to stabilise the ground below.
The information from the records gave the contractor confidence that the bore hole was a good
distance away from the course of the sewer. In the event, the drawing was found not to be complete.
The sewer had in fact been constructed, not in a straight line as shown on the drawing, but as a long
slow bend with part of its course running directly below where the bore hole operation had taken
place. This meant that the bore hole had been drilled directly into the sewer which had subsequently
been completely filled with concrete.
Once aware of the situation Willmott Dixon, with Anglian Water’s approval, attempted to remove
the concrete using high pressure jetting. Unfortunately this proved ineffective.
Subsequent attempts were made to remove the concrete using man-entry methods and water
lances. Whilst this achieved the removal of some 2 m of concrete, the operation was abandoned on
Health and Safety grounds because the pipe structure was compromised by cracking found near to
where it was believed the bore hole had passed through it.
SOLUTION
With the development works on the property coming to an end, the urgency to find a solution to the
problems in the surface water sewer grew. This led Anglian Water’s Steve Jones, the company’s
Asset Engineering Manager, along with Andy Buckley, Civil Asset Engineer, who oversaw the
project, to approach specialist underground construction contractor OnSite to see if the company’s
‘No-Dig’ expertise could be utilised in resolving this difficult problem.
OnSite initially proposed to use its high-specification robot cutter unit to grind out the concrete.
Initial attempts with this system progressed very slowly. The company then came up with a unique
and safe method of man entry working which would enable crews to work within the pipe whilst
remaining fully protected during the cutting operations.
The method involved installing a series of structural CIPP repair patches inside the pipe up to the
face of the concrete. The concrete excavation team could then work safely within the ‘patched’, and
therefore supported, area of the pipe whilst further concrete was removed. A new patch was
installed after every 0.5 m of concrete was removed, enabling safe working to continue.
As the operation progressed a constant appraisal of procedures was carried out with new ideas and
suggestions being put forward all the time. Such suggestions included the installation of a temporary
support heading where the concrete had been poured into the pipe. After just 7 days the teams
working within the pipe had completely removed the 8 m long concrete obstruction.
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Subsequently, and to ensure
the long term structural integrity
of the pipe particularly around
the damaged area caused by the
bore hole, Anglian Water
accepted OnSite’s proposal to
fully line the damaged area
using its structural Premier-Pipe
CIPP lining system.
Whilst an alternative GRP
lining method had been
considered it was ultimately
rejected by Anglian Water on
the grounds that, once installed,
the sewer pipe flow capacity
could be insufficient with the
loss of so much cross sectional
area, which concerned Anglian
Water’s engineers.
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The new lining ran under the Royal Train Yard and Grand
Union canal bridge.

LINER MATERIALS
Premier-Pipe is a cured in place pipe (CIPP) renovation process which is installed without the need
for costly and disruptive excavation. The linings are individually manufactured to suit the
dimensions of the pipes to be lined, the lining thickness being determined by individual design
requirements. The lining tube is made of polyester felt with an outer coating of polyurethane. The
tube is impregnated thoroughly with a liquid resin chosen to suit the working environment of the
pipe. Once impregnated with resin, the Premier-Pipe is installed using the inversion method and
cured with hot water.
Normally installed from manhole to manhole, the installation process comprises inversion of the
liner into the host pipeline using water pressure from a scaffold tower. Once inversion is completed
the water is circulated through a boiler to heat it to a temperature which cures the resin. Once cured
the liner is an independent structural pipe-within-a-pipe which operates without residual strength
from the host pipe.
The Patch Repair liners used to create the safe working environment within the host pipe during
the concrete excavation works was a structural design. In this instance, the resin impregnated felt
liner patch is loaded around an inflatable bladder which is positioned inside the pipe over the site
where it is to be installed. The bladder is inflated with compressed air to push the liner against the
inner pipe wall. In this instance an ambient cure resin is utilised which does not require heating to
achieve the final cured condition. Once curing is completed the bladder is deflated and removed,
leaving the patch in position within the pipe.
FINAL LINING INSTALLATION
For the final lining operation, instead of lining the sewer from manhole to manhole, OnSite decided
to install a structural ‘blind shot’ lining. As access to the upstream manhole was located on Network
Rail property, which in a previous life had been an old asbestos dump, the potential access and
Health & Safety issues meant that it was felt that all work should be carried out only from the
downstream manhole which was located on the developer’s property.
The liner was therefore installed from the down stream manhole in an upstream direction to a
point ending some 6 m passed the damaged area of the pipe where the pipe was known to be
undamaged. This was achieved by using a calibration hose of the correct predetermined length to
invert the liner into position and hold it in place during the cure process. The hot water circulation
required to achieve the cure of the liner was done using the water within the inversion calibration
hose. Once curing was complete, the inversion water was pumped out and the calibration hose was
recovered to the downstream manhole and removed, leaving the liner installed within the host pipe.
Harry Robinson, Site Manager for Willmott Dixon remarked: “Ultimately this contract was a
complete success and removed a major head ache for us. Without using trenchless techniques in the
way we did through OnSite one of very few alternative options considered would have been to
construct a new sewer around the building under a very busy single tracked, 2-way traffic-light
controlled tunnel which carried across it the Grand Union Canal. However, because of the confined
space and other services which were already laid within the road it was just not feasible. Overall we
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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were extremely pleased with OnSite’s professional approach and its site team’s safe delivery of the
project they said they would, including coming in on the agreed budget. This is one occasion when SPONSORS LINKS
Click Name for website access
there really was only one solution.”
Mr Robinson continued: “If we had to risk boring a new pipe under the main building itself
through unknown ground conditions where we could easily have hit a brick support that formed part
of the foundations as well as having to pass through contaminated Network Rail land, such a project
Insituform
could have been nightmare. The costs would also have run into hundreds of thousands of pounds as
Technologies Ltd
well as creating a delay of the sites final handover to our customer.”
For OnSite, Bryan Lord Business Development Manager said: “Using our experience in trenchless
Manufacturer and contractor
for Gravity & Pressure &
technology and confined space working we were able to provide Willmott Dixon with a practical
Lateral Pipe Renovation &
solution to the problems encountered on the surface water sewer at the Royal Train Yard
repair (inc CIPP, Close Fit PE
development. Whilst not an easy task, our team called on several years of combined experience to
& Localised Lining), GRP
bring together a solution which utilised a number of different techniques, some in ways not normally Lining, Surveying & Cleaning,
Manhole Construction &
associated with the product used. Our solution also enabled the developer to minimise the cost
implications of the problem whilst meeting its hand-over deadlines, something that may not Renovation, Pipe bursting and
Guided Auger Boring.
otherwise have been possible.” Website: www.onsite.co.uk
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VERMEER INTRODUCES INDUSTRY-FIRST FLEX-ANGLE DRILL

V

ermeer Corporation has
introduced two new products
designed specifically to assist with
geothermal field loop installations.
The D20x22FX Series II will be the
industry’s first flex-angle drill
capable of drilling at any specified
angle ranging from 18o to 90o.
Engineered with input and
feedback from contractors that
specialise in geothermal loop
system installations, specifically for
residential applications, the
D20x22FX Series II is another
Vermeer product innovation in
response to the increasing
worldwide focus on renewable
energy.
The Vermeer D20x22FX Series II - the industry’s first
Capable of completing vertical
flex-angle drill.
and steep-angle geothermal loop
installations, the D20x22FX Series II is also a fully functioning horizontal directional drill that can
install horizontal loops as well as conventional utilities. This feature offers exceptional adaptability
in meeting varying project specifications.
“The D20x22FX Series II will allow contractors involved with geothermal installations a great
amount of flexibility,” said Ed Savage, trenchless segment manager at Vermeer. “With both vertical
and horizontal drilling capabilities and the option to select any drilling angle from 18o to 90o, this
drill will help enhance the efficiency and productivity of geothermal field loop installations. It is like
getting the capability of both a vertical and horizontal directional drill in the same machine.”
The Navigator D20x22FX Series II flex-angle drill comes equipped with an automated rod loader
that is modelled after a conventional HDD rod loader with modifications to operate at the fully
vertical position. This feature eliminates the need to manually handle each rod, enhancing
productivity and operator safety. The auto-drill feature allows the operator to set thrust/pullback
speed, pressure or rotation modes and revert back to original setting with the simple push of a
button.
At only 1,651 mm (65 in ) in width, the D20x22FX Series II offers greater manoeuvrability in
confined spaces making it an ideal drill for residential vertical loop installations. The machine is
self-propelled on rubber tracks controlled from the rear of the machine which help to evenly
disperse weight for minimal ground surface disturbance.
The drill is also equipped with an adjustable, swing-out operator station that provides a range of
positions for operator visibility and comfort at any drilling angle. The rack-and-pinion design also
offers smooth and efficient carriage motion that helps to reduce maintenance often associated with
chain-drive systems. The drilling fluid pump of the D20x22FX Series II, rated at a maximum of
94.6 l/min (25 gpm ), offers efficient fluid flow for conventional HDD bores while an optional 378.5
l/min (100 gpm) high flow pump is available in addition to the standard unit.
To complement the D20x22FX Series
II, Vermeer has also introduced the
GM30 grout mixer. The GM30 model
will provide convenient and efficient
mixing of grout for residential or
c o mme r c ia l g e o th e r ma l lo o p
installations. The unit will be
available with either single or dual
tank configurations, as well as a
centrifugal or high-pressure piston
pump to meet the specific contractor
needs. Website: www.vermeer.com
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NEW GRUNDODRILL XP AT BAUMA 2010

T

he underground installation of
water, gas and power lines with
the HDD boring method is an
economical and ecological alternative
to the open trench methods. To ensure
a smooth bore operation, modern
drilling technology is required as well
as safe handling by operators.
Bore rigs, such as the new
TRACTO-TECHNIK Grundodrill 10
XP and 15 XP are equipped with
numerous high-tech-components.
This does not mean that the boring
o p e r a t io n h a s b ec o me mo r e
complicated – in fact the opposite is
the case. Immense increase in rotation
performance, as well as advanced The new Tracto-Technik 15XP HDD rig being
technical improvements, are high- introduced at the forthcoming BAUMA 2010 trade fair.
lights of the XP, which works more
quietly than other bore systems. Further highlights to be noted are the 400 mm wide rubber
undercarriage, the bore-data storage system, the tensile strength measuring system and remote data
transfer to the LCD display, which controls the bore mode and the auto-bore facility. A ‘black box’
stores the bore process and the data is available at all times.
The percussive hammer, which is typical of the Grundodrill range, increases the application
possibilities for the system in stony soils. The dynamic percussive hammer (1,500 strokes/min) can
even bore through weathered rocks.
Apart from the optimised performance, the focus of the research and development phase was on
the improvement of working and operating safety. The radio remote control allows the operator to
work freely around the bore rig, without a restrictive connection cable. This allows safe operation
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when driving and manoeuvring the rig. With manual
SPONSORS LINKS
hydraulics, in case the steering system should break
Click Name for website access
down, it s still possible operate the rig so that the pull-in
process can be completed without interruption. The
protected drill rod box and the secure rig boom ensure
TT Group
there is no risk of harming the operator.
The heated operating cabin can be swivelled in 5 steps
TT-Group: A leading
up to maximum of 75° and allows for a complete
manufacturer of Trenchless
overview and therefore optimum control of the complete
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
boring process. The cabin is equipped with an
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
ergonomically designed operator seat. The joysticks steer
Replacement and Auger boring
systems and NoDig-equipment
the individual bore functions. The automatic sequences of
the HDD unit have been set and regulated to the optimum
and therefore preserve the rig and increase it’s service
Herrenknecht
life.
The XP bore rigs will be exhibited by TRACTO- The new Crown Head Grundomat
Manufacturer of TBMs,
Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling,
TECHNIK at BAUMA in Munich from April 19th to 25th, soil displacement hammer.
HDD and Additional
2010 on the open air stand No. 1208.
Equipment and Engineering
Also on display at the event will be Tight-in-Pipe (BURSTFORM) for long pipe installations.
Services.
Now industrially produced HDPE pipe lengths can be pulled in via revision manholes at jobsites in
complete installations lengths or in pieces, cold formed and preserving the material. This is made
possible by the newly developed device, which gives the circular pipe cross-section an oval form for
the transportation from the surface through the manhole up to the sole of the pipe and the start of the
Perforator Ltd
installation process. This way Tracto-Technik provides a minimally invasive renewal method in
Sales and Hire of Guided
accordance with the TIP (tight in pipe) method, with which it is now possible to carry out pipe
Auger boring and Pipebursting
renewals from 1 m diameter upwards and with no need for larger installation pits.
systems and tooling.
For the renewal of sewage pipes up to ND 300 and without any civil engineering whatsoever the
company already has the well-known Burstfix. With a tensile strength of up to 200 kN short pipes
are connected tightly together in the installation manhole. For larger diameters and any lengths of
single pipes made of stoneware, plastic etc. there are now two Burstfix variations. The tensioning
devices each command tensile strengths of 40 kN for diameter range of 450 to 600 mm or of 800 kN
for the larger single pipes of 700 to 1,200 mm diameter. In all tight working areas, where only the
AkerSolutions
application of compact machines and installation pits are possible, the tested TT pulling rig and the
Quick-Log rods show their advantages with the Burstfix 400 or 800.
Also on show for the first time will be a completely new generation of the Grundomat soil
displacement hammers, which have been known since 1970, with unique innovative characteristics.
One distinctive characteristic of the new Grundomat-N is the unusual head form, which is described
as a crown head. This head is unique and offers an even higher penetration force and an unusually
ONSITE/PERCO
precise target precision. The new triple gear control stud has a reverse mode and 2 forward modes
with various striking frequencies, depending on the type of soil, a novelty and ground breaking new No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
renovation and
development for this technology. Furthermore, the new Grundomat-N has become more service installation,
maintenance including CIPP,
friendly. If, for example, a seal ring or the pull sleeve needs attaching, then the assembly can be Structural, Infiltration &
carried out directly on site. The trick: a tensioning element spreads the threading like a dowel and Connection linings; Patch
this way fixes the casing end to the casing. The front casing, end cone or pull sleeve are no longer repairs; CCTV pipe inspection
assessment; pipe cleaning,
glued in place, therefore no waiting intervals for adhesive to dry out. Whilst the new design and
flow monitoring; Augerboring;
Grundomat is due for launch on the German market in 2010, internationally it will be introduced HDD; Microtunnelling; Shaft
Sinking; Headings; Lateral
after a testing phase only, the full range available in 2011. Website: www.tracto-technik.de
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PIPEBURSTING FROM SCOTLAND TO THE MIDDLE EAST

A

Grundoburst 400G supplied by TT-UK to
leading Outer Hebrides contractor Duncan
Mackay & Sons, recently completed some demanding
pipe bursting work in Dock Road and South Beach
Street in Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, Scotland.
TT-UK Training and Assessment Manager, Lloyd
Richards, provided the theoretical and safe working
insight of the bursting technique, followed by two
days of practical on-site tuition. The first day saw the
bursting of some 55 m with, on the next day, a further
70 m of 100 mm (4 in) diameter water main, which
was replaced with 125 mm diameter PE pipe. Ground
conditions comprised mixed ground conditions with
sandstone beach shingle. Additionally,
several
previous repair collars on the old pipe needed to be
overcome. The specialist pipe bursting roller blade
tooling purchased with the Grundoburst 400G
overcame these problems easily with no serious down
time.
Several visitors from Scottish Water and Highlands
& Islands Road & Street Council, as well as senior The Grundoburst 400G in operation in
members of Duncan Mackay & Sons, were all present Stornoway. Inset top the Specialist
on the second day of bursting. The feedback from all Roller Blade Cutting Tool.
present was tremendous because South Beach Street is
the main street leading down to Stornoway Harbour and the disruption to replace this water main
using ‘open cut’ techniques would have been unthinkable.
Hector Mackay and his team were delighted with the performance of the newly acquired
Grundoburst 400G and have many more kilometres to burst in the coming months.
Meanwhile at the first Underground Infrastructure Middle East Conference held in Bahrain from
18 to 19 January 2010, TT-UK/TT Middle East presented, for the first time in the Region, the new
Burstform, Tight in Pipe Trenchless renewal pipe system. Burstform is a deformation unit, which
deforms the circular high quality PE 100
pipe into an oval shape and allows the
pipe to be pulled around two 90o bends
from the surface into the manhole and
from the manhole into the host pipe using
the advanced QuickLock rod technology.
Before the pipe enters the host pipe a
reshaping mechanism forms the pipe back
into a circular pipe. This process avoids
the need for an expensive pipe launching
pit. A technical paper was presented by
Daniel Toms to a receptive audience
Burstform in operation using the advanced
including high ranking officials from the
QuickLock rod technology.
Bahrain Ministry of Works and the
Bahrain Society of Engineers. TT-UK/TT Middle East‘s sales partner, Abbas Biljeek, were also in
attendance to assist with the varied Trenchless application exhibition enquiries generated during the
course of the event. Website: www.tt-uk.com
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‘VIRTUAL TRIAL HOLES’ WIN NJUG ACCLAIM FOR INFOTEC

V

irtual Trial Holes (VTH), a product
developed and pioneered by Infotec to
replace unnecessary physical excavation, has now
received its due recognition at the recent 2009
NJUG Awards. Receiving acknowledgement in the
‘Avoiding Danger’ category, the VTH concept has
further confirmed its undeniable advantages from
both operational and safety perspectives and has
gained a much valued boost in it’s strive to become
the ‘best practice’ technique in underground
investigation.
The product itself is a package of systems and
technologies put together by Infotec to provide a
guaranteed alternative to physical excavation. David Pitt with the NJUG ‘Avoiding
Comprising of elements including RF Danger’ Award and Certificate.
Electromagnetic Location, Ground Penetrating
Radar, Gyroscopic Mapping and Magnetometry, to name a few, Infotec is able to deliver peace of
mind in a clear and simple product which can be used effectively by a range of clients. The flexible
and usable nature of the system provides invaluable data from designer level right the way through
to those on the ground. Further benefits include the recent addition of RFID tagging, incorporating
near surface markers which allow fast relocation of assets and the opportunity to store and share
information by utilising a dedicated streetworks management database as part of its ‘Intelligent
Trench’ service.
Infotec is thrilled by the success of this latest introduction to its service portfolio and is looking to
build upon the achievement of Virtual Trial Holes over the course of 2010, by cementing the
acceptance and utilisation of this innovative technique across the industry.
Managing Director David Pitt stated; ‘It has been a challenging last 18 months for all, with
pressures from the credit crunch being felt, forcing us to find new ways of setting ourselves apart
from the competition and provide real economic value in our products. It is a real honour to receive
this acknowledgement for our continued efforts and we will endeavour to push boundaries and find
better and better solutions for our clients in 2010 to ensure our own future and to raise the bar for all
those involved in the utility and mapping industries.’ Website: www.infotec1.net

MCLAUGHLIN INTRODUCES ONE-HAND OPERATION GPS-ENABLED
UTILITY LOCATOR

M

cLaughlin Group, a leading manufacturer of underground locating
equipment, has introduced the industry’s first GPS-enabled utility
locator that allows for one-touch operation.
McLaughlin has developed software applications that allows its
Verifier G2 utility locator to share real-time data with an integrated
Magellan GPS unit installed on the Verifier G2 utility locator.
“The entire process is done automatically,” said Matt Manning,
locating equipment product manager for McLaughlin. “Magellan GPS
units are mounted to the utility locator and it is a one-hand operation. In
other words, once you have got the GPS unit set up, you basically are
controlling all the locating and GPS recording with the push of one
button on the utility receiver.”
A software application is loaded into the locating receiver. This
program allows the receiver, through a serial port, to export real-time
depth, current measurement index (CMI), frequency and locator mode
(peak or null) to the integrated GPS unit. A second software program
allows the Windows-based GPS units to receive the locator data. When
the GPS unit receives that data, it cues the Magellan unit to record the
latitude and longitude coordinates for
The new McLaughlin
the specific underground facility.
Verifier G2 with integrated
“What we have accomplished is an
Magellan GPS.
application that completely integrates
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and couples the GPS unit directly to the locator,” said Manning. “The McLaughlin applications
allow the locator operator to push the depth button and in one step collect the depth, longitude and SPONSORS LINKS
Click Name for website access
latitude location of that utility.”
Facility owners can download the raw data into a geographic information system (GIS) as a layer.
They can use it to update existing or create new maps. It can also be overlaid on aerial photos or
as-built drawings, along with the other surface facilities that they have mapped providing a bird’sInsituform
eye view of the excavation site, giving facility owners a much clearer picture of where lines run
Technologies Ltd
from a big-picture perspective.
“Many times facility owner employees or subcontractors arrive at a site and see paint and flags all
Manufacturer and contractor
for Gravity & Pressure &
over, making it difficult to decipher,” said Manning. “But when they can see an aerial or birds-eye
Lateral Pipe Renovation &
view, it becomes much clearer.”
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Damage to underground facilities has the potential to result in serious consequences to both public
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safety and the environment, and the cost can reach into the millions.
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The impact on energy pipelines alone over a 10-year period ending in 2006 has been dramatic.
During the 10-year period, more than 680 incidents were reported in the USA where pipelines were Renovation, Pipe bursting and
Guided Auger Boring.
damaged by excavation, resulting in more than US$259 million in property damage. Website:
www.mightymole.com
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NEW ‘GREEN’ ROBOT AIDS CARBON FOOTPRINT REDUCTION IN
REHABILITATION WORKS

J

S Kanalrobotik GmbH of Rheinstetten, Germany, in
association with its newly appointed UK and Ireland
distributor, CJ Kelly Associates, recently introduced to
the pipeline rehabilitation market the latest advance in
robot technology.
The new JS Kanalrobtik robot range is available in
three models. The first model is for operations in pipe
diameters from DN100 to DN150, the second from
DN180 to DN300 and the third is for operations in pipes
from DN250 to DN600.
Operated using a Joy stick based control unit which
comes with an LCD screen, image data recorder and
documentation software. The robots are powered and
driven through a cable drum with 100 m of 28 mm
diameter hybrid cable. The units also have electric drive
speed control, electric switch boxes, water pumps and a
water tank which supplies water to cool the robot during
cutting operations and to clean the viewing camera.
The smaller robot is mounted on a tractor unit with
four electric motors which are powered to 40 W. The Top: Detail of the cutter head
unit can travel at variable speeds of up to 15 m/minute. arrangement on one of the
The cutter head is mounted on a rotation unit with a 700o JS Kanalrobotik units.
rotation capacity which sits on an extended arm with up Bottom: A full side view of one of the
to 125 mm of travel. The unit utilises a brushless 3-phase ‘green’ robots.
electric motor which requires a drive voltage of 48V.
This provides a power output of up to 2,000 W at speeds up to 10,000 rpm.
The larger robot is mounted on a tractor unit again with four electric motors which are powered to
70 W. The unit can again travel at variable speeds of up to 15 m/minute and has a cutter head
mounted on a rotation unit with a 700o rotation capacity, in this instance on an extended arm with up
to 195 mm of travel. The unit utilises a brushless 3-phase electric motor which requires a drive
voltage of 48V. This provides a power output of up to 2,500 W at speeds up to 10,000 rpm.
Both units utilise a colour viewing camera with in-built LED lights which can be rotated through
270o to give the operator precise viewing and accurate control of the cutting head of either robot.
For circumstances where the pipeline under rehabilitation is not straight JS Kanalrobotik also
offers the electrically powered Curve Robot system. Available for pipes of 100 and 150 mm
diameter, the flexible curve robot unit the systems can negotiate and operate in pipes with 30o, 45o
and 90o bends, the maximum curvature being dependent on the unit being used. The curve robot unit
comes equipped with two cameras both of which use LED lighting.
All three JS Kanalrobotik robots are supplied with control and power cabling that allow the
systems to operate at up to 50 m from any access manhole when using the smaller curve robot and
up to 100 m from the access manhole when using the larger models. If an extension lead is utilised,
this distance can be extended.
GREEN CREDENTIALS
What makes these new robots particularly innovative is their ‘green’ credentials. Having worked in
the robotic rehabilitation industry for many years the developers of the new systems have drawn on
their experience to come up with a robot that not only offers high performance but also meets the
increasingly tight demands for clean use of energy.
Comparing the new JS Kanalrobotik units with some of the compressed air powered or
hydraulically powered systems on the market today has come up with some interesting observations.
For example, for comparative performance, using the electrically driven JS Kanalrobotik system
requires a power generator with just 6 kW output as compared with 15 and 30 kW respectively for
hydraulic and air driven systems. Ultimately this translates into a reduction in fuel usage from as
high as 4.5 l/hr for air or 2.1 l/hr for hydraulics to just 0.75 l/hr for the electrically powered option.
Furthermore, with the electric option, when the cutter is stopped and the tractor is stood still no
power is used, whilst with the other options compressors and hydraulic pumps still need to operate.
So the overall power consumption is reduced, ongoing potential for noise output at site is reduced
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and the site footprint can be reduced also with
SPONSORS LINKS
fewer pieces of equipment required to complete the
Click Name for website access
job. This also brings with it the advantage that
there is less equipment to be maintained during the
course of works.
Ultimately this gives two major advantages to the
JS Kanalrobtik system, the first of these being that
with the reduced power requirements for the same
ONSITE/PERCO
performance output the unit will contribute far less
No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
than other systems to the site’s overall carbon
installation, renovation and
maintenance including CIPP,
footprint, making it a far greener option in these
Structural, Infiltration &
days of increased carbon awareness. Second is that
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Commenting on the new JS Kanalrobotik
Cutting; Pipe Bursting;
systems, Thomas Joachim, Director of
Sliplining & Consultancy
Development, said “We are very proud of our new
robot range. We believe the new systems offer
considerable savings both in cost to purchase and
McElroy
on-going cost to run for potential clients whilst
McElroy Manufacturing is the
The JS Kanalrobotik curve robot alongside
offering a cutting technology that is second to
leading manufacturer of
its control unit and power pack as
none. The robots’ green credentials also make them
polyethylene pipe fusion
displayed in full at a recent trade fair.
equipment and provider of
an extremely valuable addition to the increasing
customer-driven solutions to
efforts across the industrial world to lower carbon
PE engineers and contractors
emissions.”
worldwide.
For CJ Kelly Associates, John Kelly, managing director said: “We have always promoted the
environmental aspects of all the technologies we represent and to add the JS Kanalrobotik systems
to our portfolio simply reinforces our commitment to maintaining our own environmental
credentials. The pipeline rehabilitation industry has for many years strived to offer sound
environmentally-friendly systems to contractors and client companies alike. Now with green
systems like these new robots, even the support equipment is meeting the reduced carbon footprint
challenge.” Website: www.cjkelly.com or www.js-kanalrobotik.de

MCELROY DEBUTS WIRED DATALOGGER®

T

he new Wired DataLogger® from McElroy
records and documents key parameters of
the pipe fusion process, while offering two
important changes from previous models.
A McElroy DataLogger is a cost-effective
device that is used to verify that the proper
fusion procedures have been followed prior to
installation. The device consists of a rugged,
handheld computer for recording and navigating
the data and a data-collection unit that records
heater temperature and fusion pressure over time.
The Wired DataLogger differs from the
wireless version because it can be used on fusion
procedures that require up to 4,000 psi or job
sites that do not use Bluetooth® communications
to transmit the data, a bonus for job sites where
those communications can interfere with other
projects on a job site.
“The DataLogger is a key product in our line,”
said Chip McElroy, president and chief executive
officer of McElroy. “Contractors and supervisors
can easily document and verify the integrity of
the work they have performed.”

The new McElroy Wired DataLogger®
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The handheld computer is designed to be simple and versatile, using the familiar Microsoft® SPONSORS LINKS
Windows® user interface to navigate the software. All of the data generated can be stored, viewed,
Click Name for website access
printed or transferred from the handheld computer to a desktop computer for archiving.
Transfers from the handheld computer to desktop are performed through a standard USB port and
Microsoft® ActiveSync®. Reports can be generated in imperial or metric units. Website:
www.mcelroy.com
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
OUTSTANDING SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG 2010
SINGAPORE

T

he international trenchless technology community is lining up in
force to support the ISTT’s 28th annual international No-Dig
Conference and Exhibition to be held in Singapore, between 8 and 10
November 2010.
Headline sponsorship packages have been taken up by Vermeer and
Pure International and key manufacturers from around the globe have
already booked some 80% of the available exhibition space. In addition
to National Pavilions from Germany and Singapore, China is
participating with a significant presence alongside individual
representation from UK, North America, Denmark, Italy, Australia,
Japan, UAE and Malaysia.
The Conference call for papers has drawn more than 50 offers from potential presenters and Prof
Sam Ariaratnam, vice-chairman of ISTT and head of the programme committee commented: “We
are delighted with the range of presentations that have been offered for the Singapore Conference.
This is the first time that ISTT has presented a conference in this location and I am confident that
the programme will have a wide appeal, not only to delegates from the Asia Pacific region, but also
from ISTT affiliated members around the world – many of whom are already anticipating group
delegations.” The closing date for papers is 15 March, 2010 and the full Conference programme is
scheduled for publication in July.
International No-Dig 2010 is organised by ISTT which has engaged the official support of several
influential organisations, including Singapore’s National Water Agency, PUB. Also joining the
support is The Institution of Engineers Singapore, Institution of Civil Engineers, Tunnelling &
Underground Construction Society (Singapore) and the Malaysian Water Association.
Singapore is a regional centre of excellence for trenchless technology, established through many
major microtunnelling projects undertaken by PUB. The ongoing sewer rehabilitation programme
continues today, as PUB maintains some 3,400 km of public sewers and the current phase (2009 –
2014) will see the refurbishment of more than 1,000 km of this network. Website
www.nodigsingapore.com
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NO-DIG EVENTS 2010

T

he NO-DIG ROAD SHOW 2009/10
programme continues with two events to
be held in Dublin on Tuesday 30 March and in
Belfast on Thursday 1 April. The first two
events held in the Autumn in Bristol and
Wakefield were extremely successful and
attracted a combined audience of some 200
visitors.
Dublin and Belfast are proven to be extremely
popular venues with local engineers and the
seminar programme (see next page) for this
year will provide an excellent opportunity for
delegates to learn about some major The audience at the Wakefield seminar.
engineering projects, as well as information on
new technology.
The one day event is excellent value at £65+VAT/€75. Full information and online booking
facilities are to be found at Website: www.westrade.co.uk/nodigroadshow
Also this year, NO-DIG LIVE 2010 is the tenth in this biennial series and is to be held at
Stoneleigh Park between 5 and 7 October. Space sales are running high and the organisers are
reporting that the outdoor space is nearly sold out! NO-DIG LIVE has a high reputation for being
the premier event for the trenchless industry, attracting engineers not only from the UK, but an increasing number come from overseas to see products in action. The live demonstrations provide an
excellent opportunity to compare and contrast products on the market and to meet the suppliers to
discuss individual applications. NO-DIG LIVE will also continue to feature the ‘Breakfast Briefing’
seminars organised by UKSTT and featuring high profile industry speakers. The programmes will
be held before the exhibition opens and are free of charge. Website: www.nodiglive.co.uk
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2010

2011

March 15-16
Trenchless Middle East 2010 - Abu Dhabi
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com

May 2-5
International No-Dig 2011 - Berlin, Germany
Details from: www.nodigberlin2011.com

March 30
No-Dig Road Show - Dublin, Ireland
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk

2012

April 1
No-Dig Road Show - Belfast, UK
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk
April 19-25
BAUMA 2010 - Munich,Germany
Details from: www.bauma.de

May 14-16
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com (available soon)

If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled for 2009 or
2010 and would like to add it to this listing please forward
details to: ian@nodigmedia.co.uk

April 23
UKSTT Awards Ceremony - Birmingham, UK
Details from: www.ukstt.org.uk
April 27-29
No-Dig Poland 2010 - Kielce, Poland
Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl
May 2-7
NASTT No-Dig Show - Chicago, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com
May 4-6
IFAT China - Shanghai
Details from: www.ifat-china.com
June 1-4
International Trade Fair and Conference for Trenchless
Technologies - Moscow, Russia
Details from: www.nodig-moscow.ru
July 21-22
IV Brazilian Congress for Trenchless Technology 2010 No Dig Latin American - São Paulo, Brazil
Details from: www.abratt.org.br/nodig2010
September 13-17
IFAT - Munich,Germany
Details from: www.ifat.de/en/facts
September 27-28
4th European Water & Wastewater Management
Conference - Leeds, UK
Details from: www.ewwmconference.com
October 5-7
No-Dig Live 2010 - Coventry, UK
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
November 8-10
International No-Dig 2010 - Singapore
Details from: www.nodigsingapore.com
November 23-26
Bauma China 2010 - Shanghai, China
Details from: www.bauma-china.com
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